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New Kids in Class

Writing: function: introducing yourself
text type: dialogue
text-building: I, he, she; my
review: capital letters

Grammar: present simple: be

Vocabulary: real and imaginary creatures

Overview
Students write a brief introduction of themselves and a
friend. They do this first for fictional characters from
the picture on page 4 and then for themselves. The
Review Your Writing focus is on using capital letters
for sentence beginnings, names, and places.

Setting the scene
Books closed Write the unit title New Kids in Class on
the board. Elicit ideas of what you say when you meet
new people.

Picture Explain the following, in students’ language if
necessary: The characters in the picture are new students
in an intergalactic class. Present the vocabulary monster,
alien, animal, robot, and person. Tell the class to
imagine what the new students are saying to each other.

Words
1 Students can use the ideas in the boxes to complete

the table; encourage them, however, to invent their
own information.

Sentences
2 This activity could be done as a class, with students

writing answers for Grostick on the board. Erase
the answers. Students then complete the dialogue
in their Student’s Book.

Key

The words in brackets are optional.
(My name is) Grostick.
(I’m) 201 (years old).
(I’m from) Redistan.
This is my friend D2XYZ.
(She’s) 1 (year old).
(She’s from) Antarctica.

Communication suggestion Students act out the
dialogue in groups of three.

Writing
3 Students write a text similar to the model for one

of the other characters. They choose which
character to write about, and decide whether this
character is he or she.

Mixed ability Early finishers check that they have given
information about the name, age, and place of origin of
their character. They then write for another character
or invent a character of their own.

4 The Review Your Writing section asks students to
correct and mark a piece of writing for its use of
capital letters, and then to check their own writing.
As this is the first time students use the Review
Your Writing section, you could guide them
through the activities together as a class, using
students’ own language. Follow these steps after
students have done their own piece of writing:

a Show how the track of monster footprints leads 
to the Review Your Writing section on page 12.

b Point out the small picture, which is a piece of
the main picture on page 4.

c (Review Your Writing Activity 1) Students 
working alone or in pairs look for mistakes and 
tell you how many there are (7).

d Demonstrate one correction on the board, for 
example:

M
my name is ...

e Students correct the mistakes. Encourage them 
to use the same neat crossing out which you 
used on the board.
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f (Review Your Writing Activity 2) Ask students: Are
there any grammar mistakes? No, so 10/10. Are there
any spelling mistakes? No, so 10/10. Are there mistakes
with capital letters? Yes, so you decide what mark to
give here.

g (Review Your Writing Activity 3) Explain that it is
important for students to check their own writing.
Ask them to check it now for capital letters.

h Collect and mark students’ work only after they have
checked it themselves.

Key

My name is Baboo. I’m 12 years old. I’m from
Amazonia. My friend’s name is Oscar. He’s 9 years
old. He’s from England.

Finished? The pencil is on the shelf.

Follow-up notes

Marking menu
• use of capital letters
• be
• personal pronouns

Follow-up writing task Ask students to write about
themselves and another person, for example a friend, a
brother, or a sister.

Display suggestion Students put their piece of writing,
together with a drawing of themselves, on the classroom
wall. They could also display a photo of someone they
admire with a piece of writing about the person.

Sea School22

Writing: function: identifying objects
text type: poem
text-building: questions and answers
review: presentation

Grammar: present simple: be affirmative / question

Vocabulary: classroom objects; classifying

Overview
Students write a poem about the sea school, using the
question-and-answer pattern introduced in the
Sentences section. The Review Your Writing focus is
on presentation.

Setting the scene
Picture Ask students to look at the picture on page 6
and to identify the setting. (It is a classroom in the sea
school.) Ask students to name the classroom objects,
and teach any unknown vocabulary. (The wordlist for
Unit 2 lists all necessary vocabulary.)

Prompts
a Where is this?
b What is it?
c Can you see the teacher?

Words
1 Check that students have underlined things which

are actually in your classroom.

2 Students decide what objects the shapes could
represent.

Key

The vocabulary items have been grouped together
according to similarity of shape. These are possible
answers:
a map, piece of paper, poster
b door, blackboard, wall
c desk, chair, table
d bin, bag, pencil case
e pencil, pen, ruler
f TV, computer, video
g file, book, notebook
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